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OBJECTIVES OF THE LECCIN AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION: PLANTS PARTS Teach students about the basic elements of a plant: raãz, stem, leaves, flowers, fruits and seeds. Students will learn to identify these different components and may describe their functions. They will discover that each one plays an important role in helping the plant to
survive. This lecion is for students in 1st grade, second grade and 3rd grade. Procedure in the classroom Each lessons plan provides a procedure pinge in the classroom that describes a step by step to follow. You don't have to follow it exactly. Guide helps to organize the lecion and details when delivering work sheets. The information is also listed in
the yellow picture that can be found. You will find the objectives of the lecion, the state standards and the number of class sessions that the lecion must take to complete in this area. In addition, describe the supplies that will need, as well as what and how much you need to prepare in advance. This lesson requires construction paper in different
colors, scissors and colored sparseses. Especially will need enough green paper for all your students. Options for the reading in the section "Options for Leccion", will find several suggestions of additional activities or alternatives for the lecion. A suggestion is to make students work in pairs for activity, for example. And instead of making real plants
build, they can compensate for yours. Another suggestion is to plan an excursion to a greenhouse or garden where students can find many different plants to study. You can also invite a gardener or plants expert to come to talk to students. A more suggestion is to make students grow seed plants to flower and identify the different parts as they grow.
From the teacher, the teacher's notes provides an additional guidance for the lecion. He mentions that taking the students outside could be very ã ostile for the lecion. This would be A little more practical experience. It also suggests possibly delivering the lesson along with others that relate to plants or flowers. Use the blank lines to write any other
note you may have before teaching your students. Plan of Plant Parts Content Pages Introduction The plant part lesson plan contains three pages of content. The first page presents students to plants and what they require to survive. Students will discover that the plants surround them in the form of flowers, fruit trees, grass and much more. They
will learn that plants need oxygen, water and food to survive, as humans do. They prevent oxygen and provide animals and humans with a food source. In fact, if the plants did not exist, all other living organisms would not survive on their own. Students will learn basic information about how plants grow. Almost all plants begin as a seed of some kind.
When someone plants the seed on the ground, small holes in the seed (pores) absorb water and minerals. The seed finally opens and begins to grow. As it grows, different parts of the plant begin to appear, such as stem and leaves. Finally, the plant will reproduce and begin the process again. Students will learn that each part of a plant has a specific
function. The lesson relates this concept to parts of the human body. The hands and feet have different functions, just like eyes and ears. The mouth and stomach help digest food. The skin protects other parts of the body from certain elements. And the five senses work with the brain to send messages. The concept applies to plants. Then parts of a
plant will learn about specific plant parts and their functionsFirst, they will learn about the roots. The roots support and anchor the plant and absorb water and nutrients that are necessary for growth. They also store AzãºCar and other minerals and bring water and nutrients to other parts. Next, next, He'll learn about stems. The stem receives and
transports the water and nutrients from the roots to other areas. Foods that produce leaves also move through stems to other areas. The stems also provide support to the leaves to reach sunlight. One of the main functions of the leaves is to make food. The leaves come in many different shapes and sizes. They draw light and allow air and water to
come and pass through small openings. The veins that connect the leaves to the stem transport water and nutrients throughout the leaf. The next part is the flowers. A flower is where the seeds are formed during the fertilization process. Some flowers become fruits or vegetables. The colorful petals attract butterflies and bees. Under the flower there
are sepals that help protect the buds. Then students will learn about fruits. Fruits are part of a plant containing seeds. The outer cover protects the seeds inside (with the exception of strawberries). These also come in many shapes, sizes and colors. Finally, students will learn about seeds. The seeds contain all the necessary things for a new plant.
They often travel from one place to another due to the wind, water or animals. Key Terms Here is a list of the vocabulary words that students will learn in this lesson plan: pore: a small hole in a seed that absorbs the water and mineral root: the anchor of a plant that absorbs water and nutrients from the stem of the soil: the stock of a plant that helps
move water and food through the plant leaf: the part of a plant that absorbs the sunlight and connects the grain of the plant: Make part of a plant fertilization: the process in which a seed is formed and grows knows: theof Leflekike under the pã © talos of flowers that protect the fruit from the outbreaks: the ripe part of a plant that contains seed
seeds: the base structure of which you can grow a plant pieces of plants lescin Plant plant pieces The plan includes three worksheets: an activity sheet, an work sheet and a task. These working sheets will evaluate the knowledge of the students in different ways to help reinforce the concepts they learned during the lecion. The classroom procedure
guidelines explain how to deliver each work sheet. Build a plant activity sheet, students may work in pairs or groups for the activity if they prefer. For the activity, students will use several supplies to build three different plants. They will decide in advance how to build and how will you see. Each must include at least four of the six parties on which
they learned. Once the plants complete, they will label the pieces and decorate the background, as they want. The worksheet has three blank boxes for students to use to extract drafts before starting. Working sheet of plants the workplace The work sheet of practice has two sections. The first section lists 15 functions descriptions. Using the six pieces
of the plant listed in the word bank, the students will coincide with the descriptions with the correct tune. Students will use each tide up to three times. In the second section, students will complete the blank space in four sentences using the terms in the word bank. Assignment of label tasks and sketch similar to the workplace of PRALTICA, the task
has two sections. The first section requires students to label different parts of a plant. For the second section, students will find a plant of their patio or neighborhood and draw it in the blank box at the bottom of the worksheet. Work sheet response key The two last pages of this Lección Plan are the keys to sol sol .senoicces sabma arap ojor ne
satcerroc satseupser sal acram atseupser ed evalc al ,acitc¡Ãrp ed ojabart ed ajoh al araP .etnematcerroc satnalp sus norateuqite setnaidutse sol euq racifirev eesed euq elbisop se orep ,atseupser ed evalc anu eneit on dadivitca aL .aerat y acitc¡Ãrp ed ojabart ed sajoh sal arap Part of the task's response keys shows the correct red labels. However,
because the drawings of the students will differ, they must verify them in a student way. If you choose to manage the lesson pages to your students via PDF, you must save a new file that omits these pages. Otherwise, you can simply print the applicable pages and keep them as a reference for you by qualifying the tasks. Photo courtesy: Adrian
Dennis/Getty Images If you manage a small business and intend to branch out (no word game) on selling plants or are planning a serious garden review, buying wholesale plants can save you a pretty penny. However, although it is not difficult to find a small flower shop or a garden shop, it is not always so easy to find a place that sells bulk plants,
especially if you live in a remote area. If you have trouble finding a place that sells plants wholesale near you, there is a solution: Internet. Online plant wholesalers in the United States often serve the majority, if not the whole country, and can use them if they aim to find plants that otherwise are not sold in their area or simply want to enjoy the
convenience of wholesale purchases from their office. or sofa. Because they are wholesalers, not all these companies are willing to sell to the general public, at least not without a very large order. However, if you meet your requirements, you will ensure that you get the plants you need at a pleasant price. Perennial nursery company based in the state
of Tennessee, Perennial Nursery Co. specializes in perennial plants, ferns and land. -Cover Vines, although they also treat in moss gardens, trees, Tennessee native flora, water garden plants and landscaping supplies. While some otoF otoF .iawaH y aksalA otpecxe ,sodatse sol sodot a sodaivne y sodidep res nedeup sorto sohcum ,latatseretni oÃvne le
arap selbinopsid n¡Ãtse on ,selobr¡Ã sol omoc Perennial Nursery Co. While Perennial Nursery Co. sells individual plants, it also requires large orders, even for thousands, depending on the plant. Such orders can sometimes be discarded up to 70 percent discount depending on the type and number of plants. Orders are shipped from 7 to 10 working
days after an order is made, and the plants are excavated and sent with dry roots, which means they must be planted immediately. Orders must be latent, so they will not have leaves or flowers when they arrive. All plant order sales are final. On Of Omaha, Nebraska, Nature Hills Nursery has almost any kind of plant you may want, including bushes
and shrubs, fruit trees, flowers, herbs, vines, earth decks, indoor plants and more, as well as a selection of garden supplies and outdoor decorations and furniture. The nursery uses FedEx Ground's home delivery, so you can expect the shipment to be available in the continental United States. Photo Courtesy: Nature Hills Nursery While Nature Hills
Nursery also sells plants individually, it offers wholesale prices for orders of fifty plants or projects worth $1,500 or more. Individual plants are covered by a limited guarantee of traffic damage (always the carrier accepts the claim) and the loss of plants in the first year, and the latter takes the form of a 0ff discount on a replacement plant. The nursery
also uses Plant Sentry, an online service that helps producers to ensure compliance with national and local laws and prevent the spread of invasive diseases of flora and plants. Installing what you're trying to buy, it's worth taking a look at the Nature Hills Nursery website. The nursery blog provides a lot of information for thenew and aspiring and
updated approximately every month, while video gardening guides can help your plants start the right start. There is also a plant page for each state can help you customize your garden or anotherTEN.DEREWSNASNOITSEUQ TEN.DEREWSNASNOITSEUQ MORF EROM .elas rof stnalp tceles-dnah ot snoitcepsni yresrun ylkeew seod ti dna
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